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Automation Updates from a Finance 
Perspective: A Processor’s Journey



Agenda
1. Background – Vital Plastics
2. Automation Projects at Vital Plastics (Past and Present)
3. Snap Assembly Evolution: The Journey 

        a. The Team (who is your automation team)
 b. The Payback (what sort of payback should be expected)
 c. The Timeline (always add six months)
 d. The Metrics (accounting/finance must close the feedback loop)
 e. The Challenges and what now (additional considerations)

4. Questions



Video









Automation Projects Past and Present



Snap Assembly Project
Rotary Tables



Snap Assembly 
Project

-6 Full time equivalent employees
-hard to find employees
-repetitive tasks are boring and prone to injury
-customer is extremely cost sensitive
-looks foolish to pay someone to do this



What does your automation team look like?
-automation engineer
-manufacturing engineer
-skilled maintenance member
-integrator
-other (finance needs a seat at the table)



The Payback:
-General payback expectations are 12-24 months
-Focus on being able to redeploy labor
-Focus on risk mitigation (injury, staffing shortages, etc)
-Theory of Constraints (does the automation clear up a 
bottleneck)
-Cost of capital has become more expensive
-Label the positions that will be redeployed



Snap Assembly Payback
-estimated cost to complete project was $270,000
-potential to replace three full-time employees
-anticipated cost savings of $135,000
-financial payback of two years

Qualitative benefits:
-removes repetitive tasks (reduced injury risk)
-better quality
-less pressure on HR staff to fill boring jobs
-looks “cool” showpiece for existing and potential 
customers



Finished Automation

Running



Closing the Feedback Loop



Closing the Feedback Loop



Other Considerations
-should I tell my customer I’ve automated?
-who owns the automation? 
-who pays for the automation?
-amortization in part price or bill the customer?
-good documentation is paramount (turnover)
-is the automation flexible? (repurpose) 
-what’s your automation roadmap?
-MES as necessary and critical
-R&D tax credits
-escape hatches?
-automate up front!!!!



Recap
1. Background – Vital Plastics
2. Automation Projects at Vital Plastics (Past and Present)
3. Snap Assembly Evolution: The Journey 

        a. The Team (who is your automation team)
 b. The Payback (what sort of payback should be expected)
 c. The Timeline (always add six months)
 d. The Metrics (accounting/finance must close the feedback loop)
 e. The Challenges and what now (additional considerations)

4. Questions



Automation is a journey 
not a destination



Questions
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